
Key Talking Points

• To expand the use of renewables in Somaliland,  let the investors and designers concern themselves 
with the best technology and component selection.  The government 

• Provide greater opportunity for income generation activities through the ability to generate larger 
quantities of power and focus it on a specific task.

• Costs more to install at the start due to the transmission and distribution lines, but then offers 
much simpler options for expansion as the community and demand for power grows.

• Allows standard power metering technology to be used to track consumption and enable financial 
management and sustainability.  Pre pay meters are also a very good option here to de-personalise 
the billing process in smaller communities.

• If the project is successful, the community and energy demand will increase.  Over time the system 
capacity will be exceeded.  This is a success, not a failure but it needs to be planned for to ensure 
that community expectations are met.

• Larger systems provide a critical mass that makes commercial support mechanisms to be realistic 
and sustainable.

• Community scale installations combine a range of technologies that can include more than one 
local energy source (wind, solar or hydro) and also battery storage and inverter technology.  This 
adds some complexity but also adds to overall power security.

• In future, larger networks that use a transmission and distribution network can be connected to the 
National Grid when/if it arrives in the area, and can then generate and supply power back into the 
grid.  

• Construction standards must be high.
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Development of Renewables in 
Somaliland

• Let investors select the right type and blend of 
components and technology.

• The Government should be focused on obtaining 
energy at least cost but not fixate on how it is 
generated.  Let the investors decide that and take 
that risk.

• The Government responsibility is to create an 
investment environment where investors can 
invest safely and profitably

• Donors can perhaps best assist by reducing risk, 
but not taking the place of investors



An intermediate Step

• Let the Government invest in long term fixed 
assets like transmission and distribution, and 
let investors invest in power generation

• Dispersed populations are more difficult to 
connect, but islands can be built to a high 
standard that eventually grow into each other.

• Consistent construction standards are 
important.



Example Project – Bamyan Renewable Energy 
Project

Why present this project?

• It is a large off grid project (1 MW) using off the 
shelf technology

• Combination of solar, diesel, battery components
• It is running very successfully
• It is financially sustainable on an operating cost 

basis 
• Similar environmental, social and logistical 

challenge.







Project Details

• Location is Bamyan, Central Afghanistan

• 4 discreet networks.  2 x 300 kW, 1 x 400 kW 
and 1 x 30 kW.

• 2,600 consumers, including businesses, homes 
and government offices.

• 20 kV transmission, 0.4 kV  distribution

• Prepay power meters for each connection

• SMA system components and Crown (USA) 
Flooded Lead Acid battery units.





Design Stage

• Allowed 200 watt peak demand per consumer

• Allowed 1.5 kWh consumption per consumer, per day

• Design was budget constrained, but adequate funds 
were deployed to ensure a high quality result.

• Design assumes future integration with the National 
grid.

• Environmental and social factors are a key 
consideration.

• Modelled using SMA proprietary software



Equipment Considerations

• Transport.  
• Complexity of maintenance
• Environmental cold/heat/dust
• Altitude (derating of components)
• Access to spare parts
• Specialist tools or training required
• Technical support availability





Equipment

• Korean LS solar PV, 250 watt monocrystalline PV

• SMA 5048 inverters and MC 36 MultiCluster box

• SMA TriPower 17000 solar inverters

• SMA SIC50 charge controllers

• Crown FLA deep cycle battery systems

• FG Wilson 275 kVA diesel backups

• Spun concrete poles, bare AL conductor 





Tariff Calculations

• Previous small generators in Bamyan charged on 
a ‘light bulb basis’ and charged an effective 
US$2.00 per kWh

• The contractor recommended a flat tariff of US 50 
cents per kWh

• The local Afghan utility preferred a split tariff of 
25 cents for domestic and $1.00 for commercial

• The split tariff is working but falls behind as diesel 
consumption grows

• No load limiting is included or wanted



Training and Capacity Building

• No matter how good the installation is, it is 
long term service and support that will ensure 
it survives and achieves true sustainability.

• Local Afghan utility DABS is equipped with 
vehicles, training, tools and spare parts

• Retaining trained staff is always a challenge



Power Transmission

Short term 

Or

Long term 
thinking?







General Results

• Consumer uptake is higher than expected
• Individual consumer consumption is less than 200 

watt peak and 1.5 kWh per day
• Systems are running during the day at around 

40% of peak capacity.
• System reliability is very high
• Diesel consumption is generally not required 

unless in winter months
• System performance monitoring online is very 

beneficial



Daily Cycling



Results



Lessons learned

• Very satisfied with the technical equipment set 
used

• Consumer demand estimates were conservative 
but allowed room for future growth, which was 
necessary.

• Simple steel tube array frames were fast and 
effective.

• Straightforward tariffs are best
• Pre pay meters have worked very well, but the 

introduction of metering created community 
tension despite the sharp reduction in tariff.



Risks

• Community demand growth is not matched 
with utility investment in additional capacity.

• Maintenance is not done and system integrity 
is compromised, leading to consumer 
dissatisfaction

• Financial management is not robust, leading 
to inability to maintain and operate 
sustainably

• Trained staff cannot be retained. 


